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Abstract: The quantization of the tensionless p-brane is discussed. In-
spection of the constraint algebra reveals that the central extensions for the
p-branes have a simple form. Using a Hamiltonian BRST scheme we find
that the quantization is consistent in any space-time dimension while the
quantization of the conformal tensionless p-brane gives a critical dimension
d = 2.
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1 Introduction
The quantum behavior of the tensionless string is found to be very different
from that of the usual string, since quantization does not give rise to a criti-
cal dimension [1]. However, the tensionless string is space-time conformally
invariant [2, 3]. It is this symmetry that replaces the Weyl invariance in the
T → 0 limit. Requiring this symmetry to be a fundamental symmetry of the
theory led to the construction of the conformal string, a string with manifest
space-time conformal symmetry [4, 5]. Using a Hamiltonian BRST scheme
this model was quantized and a critical dimension d = 2 was found. The
mass spectrum of this anomaly free theory was investigated in [6]. There a
BRST treatment of the physical states revealed that the string collapses to
a massless particle, a result which agrees with the classical treatment.
In this paper we investigate the quantum properties of the generaliza-
tion of the conformal strings to higher dimensional objects, the tensionless
p-branes with manifest conformal space-time symmetry. The quantization
of the usual p-branes is a very complicated problem because the theory is
highly nonlinear. The constraint algebra is of rank greater than one, which
means that the structure coefficients are field dependent. Therefore a quan-
tum mechanical discussion of this algebra is difficult. However consistent
quantization may be carried out for the tensionless p-brane. As a result the
corresponding theory is found to be anomaly free for arbitrary space-time di-
mension d. However when the space-time conformal symmetry is investigated
a critical dimension d = 2 is again found.
The content of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we discuss the ten-
sionless p-brane. An analysis of the constraint algebra reveals a simple form
for the central extensions. Investigating the quantum behavior we find the
theory to be anomaly free. Using normal ordering we reproduce the result
of [13] which puts restrictions on the space time dimensions for the tensile
p-brane. We also make some remarks on the generalization of this result to
the case of the spinning p-brane. In Section 3 we proceed to the discussion
of the tensionless conformal p-brane. Using the techniques of [5] we recover
a consistent theory in the extended phase space of ghost and matter fields,
in two space-time dimensions.
2
2 The tensionless p-brane
The action for the tensionless p-brane is given by [7]
S =
∫
dp+1σV aV bγab, (1)
where γab = ∂aX
µ∂bXµ is the induced metric µ = 0, 1 is a space-time index,
a = 0, . . . , p is a world (p + 1)-volume index and V a is a weight w = −1
2
contravariant p-dimensional vector density. It is a generalization of the action
of the tensionless string first given in [8]. The action is invariant under world-
sheet diffeomorphisms
δǫX
µ = ǫ · ∂Xµ,
δǫV
a = −V · ∂ǫa + ǫ · ∂V a + 1
2
(∂ · ǫ)V a.
Passing to the Hamiltonian formulation we find, [5], that the Hamiltonian
is a linear combination of the p+ 1 constraints
φ−1(σ1, . . . , σp) = P
µPµ(σ1, . . . , σp) = 0
Lα(σ1, . . . , σp) = P
µ∂αXµ(σ1, . . . , σp) = 0,
which is expected since the theory is reparametrization invariant. Note that
the greek index α runs from 1 to p. In Fourier modes the constraints read2
φ−1m1,...,mp =
1
2
+∞∑
k1,...,kp=−∞
pm1−k1,...,mp−kp · pk1,...,kp = 0, (2)
Lαm1,...,mp = −i
+∞∑
k1,...,kp=−∞
kαpm1−k1,...,mp−kp · xk1,...,kp = 0 (3)
and they satisfy the following algebra[
φ−1m1,...,mp, L
α
n1,...,np
]
= (mα − nα)φ
−1
m1+n1,...,mp+np
, (4)[
Lαm1,...,mp, L
β
n1,...,np
]
= mβL
α
m1+n1,...,mp+np
− nαL
β
m1+n1,...,mp+np
+Aαβ(m1, . . . , mp)δm1+n1 . . . δmp+np, (5)
2For simplicity we are considering closed p-branes.
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where the basic non zero commutators are[
xµm1,...,mp , p
ν
n1,...,np
]
= iδm1+n1 . . . δmp+npη
µν .
The right hand side of equation (5), when m1 + n1 = . . . = mp + np = 0,
is expressed in terms of Lα0,...,0. But this operator is not well defined since
it depends on the different orderings of xµm1,...,mp and p
µ
m1,...,mp
. Taking into
account this ambiguity we include possible central extensions in the right
hand side of the commutators (5). The values of these central extensions are
constrained by the Jacobi identities[[
Lαm1,...,mp , L
β
n1,...,np
]
, L
γ
k1,...,kp
]
+
[[
L
γ
k1,...,kp
, Lαm1,...,mp
]
, Lβn1,...,np
]
+[[
Lβn1,...,np, L
γ
k1,...,kp
]
, Lαm1,...,mp
]
= 0
and the commutator relation[
Lαm1,...,mp , L
β
n1,...,np
]
= −
[
Lβn1,...,np, L
α
m1,...,mp
]
.
We find that for p > 1
Aαβ(m1, . . . , mp) = A
αβ(mα, mβ) =
1
2
(
mβd
α +mαd
β
)
,
where dα are constants.
In order to clarify the implications of the last relation we take α = β in
(5). Then
[
Lαm1,...,mp , L
α
n1,...,np
]
= (mα − nα)L
α
m1+n1,...,mp+np
+mαd
αδm1+n1 . . . δmp+np.
The corresponding relation for the string (p = 1) is
[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)φ
L
m+n + (d3m
3 + d1m)δm+n.
Thus we find that in the case of the tensionless p-branes with p > 1, the
central extensions in the algebra of the constraints become ”smoother” since
their cubic terms have to vanish due to the Jacobi identities. It is interesting
to note that the same cancellation will also occur in the case of the usual
p-branes. The constraints Lα are not modified by the nonzero tension and so
the results obtained here for the subalgebra (5) are also valid for the tensile
p-brane.
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We are going to investigate the quantum theory of this model within the
framework of a BRST quantization which is considered to be the fundamen-
tal way to quantize general gauge theories. The BRST quantization requires
the introduction of new operators, the Faddeev-Popov ghosts. To every con-
straint, one introduces a ghost pair cAm1,...,mp, b
A
m1,...,mp
, A ∈ {−1, Lα}, that is
fermionic. These ghosts satisfy the fundamental anticommutation relations{
cAm1,...,mp , b
B
n1,...,np
}
= δm1+n1 . . . δmp+npδ
AB.
The generator of BRST transformations, the BRST charge [9] is found to be
Q =
∑
k1,...,kp
φ−1−k1,...,−kpc
−1
k1,...,kp
+
p∑
α=1
∑
k1,...,kp
Lα−k1,...,−kpc
Lα
k1,...,kp
−
p∑
α=1
∑
k1,...,kp
∑
l1,...,lp
(kα − lα)c
−1
−k1,...,−kp
cLα−l1,...,−lpb
−1
k1+l1,...,kp+lp
−1
2
p∑
α,β=1
∑
k1,...,kp
∑
l1,...,lp
kβc
Lα
−k1,...,−kp
c
Lβ
−l1,...,−lp
bLαk1+l1,...,kp+lp
+1
2
p∑
α,β=1
∑
k1,...,kp
∑
l1,...,lp
lαc
Lα
−k1,...,−kp
c
Lβ
−l1,...,−lp
b
Lβ
k1+l1,...,kp+lp
. (6)
The classical nilpotency, Q2 = 0, is guaranteed by construction. To check
the nilpotency of the quantum Q = 1
2
(Q + Q†), which is constructed to
be hermitian, we use the extended constraints φ˜Im1,...,mp. These are BRST
invariant extensions of the original constraints and they satisfy the same
algebra as the original ones for first rank systems. They are defined by the
equation
φ˜Im1,...,mp ≡ {b
I
m1,...,mp
,Q},
which means that
φ˜−1m1,...,mp = φ
−1
m1,...,mp
−
p∑
α=1
∑
k1,...,kp
(mα − kα)c
Lα
−k1,...,−kp
b−1k1+m1,...,kp+mp , (7)
L˜αm1,...,mp = L
α
m1,...,mp
+
∑
k1,...,kp
[
(kα −mα)c
−1
−k1,...,−kp
b−1k1+m1,...,kp+mp (8)
+
p∑
β=1
(kαc
Lβ
−k1,...,−kp
b
Lβ
k1+m1,...,kp+mp
−mβc
Lβ
−k1,...,−kp
bLαk1+m1,...,kp+mp)
]
.
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We can now calculate the BRST anomaly using a method described in [10, 4].
There it is shown that
Q2 = 1
2
∑
I,J
∑
m1,...,mp
d˜IJm1,...,mpc
I
m1,...,mp
cJ−m1,...,−mp,
where d˜IJ are the central extensions of the extended constraints algebra. This
means that
Q2 = 1
2
∑
α
d˜αmβc
Lα
m1,...,mp
c
Lβ
−m1,...,−mp. (9)
The exact values of d˜α depend on the vacuum and ordering we use. The sim-
plest and safest method to determine these constants is to calculate the vac-
uum expectation value of the commutators (5) for the extended constraints.
According to arguments presented in [3] the vacuum suitable for tension-
less strings is not one annihilated by the positive modes of the operators but
one annihilated by the momenta3
pµm|0〉p = 0 ∀m. (10)
In the case of the tensionless p-brane we take the vacuum to be defined
also by (10). The operators p†m1,...,mp, x
†
m1,...,mp
and pm1,...,mp, xm1,...,mp , as a
consequence of the particle-like nature of the equations of motion [11], are not
connected with positive and negative frequency parts of the field operators
i.e., to treat them as creation and annihilation operators would be most
artificial.
Following the prescription of [12], we will take the ket states to be built
from our vacuum of choice, |0〉p, and the bra states to be built from x〈0|
satisfying x〈0|0〉p = 1.
For the vacuum (10) and from the requirement that the BRST charge (6)
should annihilate the vacuum, we obtain further requirements on the ghost
part of the vacuum. Doing this we find that the vacuum has to satisfy the
following conditions
pµm1,...,mp|0〉 = b
−1
m1,...,mp
|0〉 = 0,
〈0|xµm1,...,mp = 〈0|c
−1
m1,...,mp
= 0.
3cf. the vacuum for a particle.
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The expectation value of the commutator (5) is〈
0
∣∣∣[L˜αm1,...,mp , L˜α−m1,...,−mp
]∣∣∣ 0〉 = 2mα 〈0 ∣∣∣L˜α0,...,0∣∣∣ 0〉+mαd˜α
⇒ 0 = 2mαa
α
L +mαd˜
α ⇒ d˜α = −2aαL (11)
where aαL ≡
〈
0
∣∣∣L˜α0,...,0∣∣∣ 0〉. But from (8) for a hermitian BRST charge Q we
will have [5]
aαL = −
1
2
(d+ 1 + p)
+∞∑
kα=−∞
kα
∑
k1,...,kα−1,kα+1,...,kp
1 = 0.
Thus from the relations (9) and (11) we deduce that the BRST charge is
nilpotent for any space-time dimension d, as was also observed in [11] using
other methods. So in the theory of tensionless p-branes, just as in the the-
ory of tensionless strings the critical dimension is absent and the theory is
quantum mechanically consistent for any dimension d.
Before we proceed to the discussion of the tensionless conformal p-brane
we make the following observation. If we choose the vacuum to be annihilated
by the positive modes, as is the case for the usual string, the commutators
(5) will give〈
0
∣∣∣[L˜αm1,...,mp , L˜α−m1,...,−mp
]∣∣∣ 0〉 = 2mα 〈0 ∣∣∣L˜α0,...,0∣∣∣ 0〉+mαd˜α
⇒ [(d− 25− p)m3α − (d− 1− p)mα]
∑
k1,...,kα−1,kα+1,...,kp
1
6
= 2mαa
α
L +mαd˜
α
⇒ d = 25 + p. (12)
This results agrees with the critical dimension of d = 27 for the membrane
(p = 2) which was given in [13]. It should be noted here also that (12) also
puts restrictions on the space-time dimension of the tensile bosonic p-brane
theory.
As a side remark we also note that the results obtained here can be
generalized to the case of the spinning p-brane. Starting of a generalized
version of the action of the tensionless spinning string presented in [14, 15]
we find that the constraints appropriate for the tensionless p-brane read
φ−1m1,...,mp =
1
2
+∞∑
k1,...,kp=−∞
pm1−k1,...,mp−kp · pk1,...,kp = 0,
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Lαm1,...,mp =
+∞∑
k1,...,kp=−∞
(
−ikαpm1−k1,...,mp−kp · xk1,...,kp
+1
2
N∑
i=1
kαψ
i
m1−k1,...,mp−kp
· ψik1,...,kp
)
= 0,
Sim1,...,mp =
1
2
+∞∑
k1,...,kp=−∞
pm1−k1,...,mp−kp · ψ
i
k1,...,kp
= 0.
where ψiµ is the fermionic partner of xµ, i = 1, . . . , N , N being the number
of supersymmetries.
As it is evident from the previous discussion and the analysis in [15], Q
will be nilpotent if the central extensions d˜α of the algebra of the extended
constraints vanish. Thus we may focus only on the commutator〈
0
∣∣∣[L˜αm1,...,mp , L˜α−m1,...,−mp
]∣∣∣ 0〉 = 2mα 〈0 ∣∣∣L˜α0,...,0∣∣∣ 0〉+mαd˜α (13)
where now
L˜αm1,...,mp = L
α
m1,...,mp
+
∑
k1,...,kp
[
(kα −mα)c
−1
−k1,...,−kp
b−1k1+m1,...,kp+mp
+
p∑
β=1
(kαc
Lβ
−k1,...,−kp
b
Lβ
k1+m1,...,kp+mp
−mβc
Lβ
−k1,...,−kp
bLαk1+m1,...,kp+mp)
+
N∑
i=1
(1
2
mα − kα) γ
i
−k1,...,−kp
βik1+m1,...,kp+mp
]
, (14)
and γim1,...,mp, β
i
m1,...,mp
are bosonic ghosts and ghost momenta corresponding
to Sim1,...,mp . Plugging (14) into (13) and choosing positive modes to anni-
hilate the vacuum we find the following critical dimension for the spinning
p-brane
d =
100 + 4p− 22N
4 +N
. (15)
This result is the spinning extension of the result obtained in [13] and repro-
duces the results obtained in [16, 15] for p = 1. It should be noted also that
(15) puts restrictions on the space-time dimension of the tensile spinning
p-brane theory.
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3 The tensionless conformal p-brane
In [2], the p = 1 version of (1) was found to be space-time conformally invari-
ant. Requiring this symmetry to be a fundamental symmetry of the theory
led to the construction of the conformal string, a string with manifest space-
time conformal symmetry [5]. We find also that the action (1) is invariant
under infinitesimal conformal boosts with parameter bµ
δbX
µ = (b ·X)Xµ − 1
2
X2bµ
δbV
a = −(b ·X)V a
and under infinitesimal conformal dilatations with parameter a
δaX
µ = aXµ
δaV
a = −aV a
The isomorphism Cd−1,1 ≃ O(d, 2) for d ≥ 3 makes it possible to construct a
theory in two extra dimensions such that the previous model corresponds to a
particular gauge fixing of the latter and the conformal symmetry is manifest
and linearly realized [17, 4, 5]. This conformal tensionless p-brane action can
be given by
S =
∫
dp+1σ{V a(∂a +Wa)X
AV b(∂b +Wb)XA + ΦX
AXA}, (16)
where A = 0, . . . , d+ 1 and the new metric has the form
ηAB =

 ηµν 0 00...0 1 0
0...0 0− 1

 .
Wa is the gauge field for scale transformations and Φ is a Lagrange multiplier
field.
We can check that by imposing two gauge fixing conditions P+ = 0,
X+ = 1 the generators of the Lorentz transformations in the extended space
become the generators of the conformal group in the original space. Thus
rotations in the extended space correspond to conformal transformations in
the original space.
Going to the Hamiltonian formulation we find in exactly the same manner
that the Hamiltonian is again a linear combination of the constraints. In
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addition to the original constraints (2)-(3) we will have two new ones which
in Fourier modes can be written as follows
φ1m1,...,mp =
1
2
+∞∑
k1,...,kp=−∞
xm1−k1,...,mp−kp · xk1,...,kp = 0, (17)
φ0m1,...,mp =
1
2
+∞∑
k1,...,kp=−∞
pm1−k1,...,mp−kp · xk1,...,kp = 0. (18)
The constraint algebra with the central extensions included, for p > 1, will
be given by[
φ−1m1,...,mp , φ
1
n1,...,np
]
= −2iφ0m1+n1,...,mp+np − 2icδm1+n1 . . . δmp+np, (19)[
φ−1m1,...,mp , φ
0
n1,...,np
]
= −iφ−1m1+n1,...,mp+np, (20)[
φ−1m1,...,mp, L
α
n1,...,np
]
= (mα − nα)φ
−1
m1+n1,...,mp+np
, (21)[
φ1m1,...,mp , φ
0
n1,...,np
]
= iφ1m1+n1,...,mp+np, (22)[
φ1m1,...,mp, L
α
n1,...,np
]
= (mα + nα)φ
1
m1+n1,...,mp+np
, (23)[
φ0m1,...,mp, L
α
n1,...,np
]
= mαφ
0
m1+n1,...,mp+np
+ cmαδm1+n1 . . . δmp+np, (24)[
Lαm1,...,mp, L
β
n1,...,np
]
= mβL
α
m1+n1,...,mp+np
− nαL
β
m1+n1,...,mp+np
+1
2
(
mβd
α − nαd
β
)
δm1+n1 . . . δmp+np. (25)
Comparing the central extensions that appear in this algebra with the central
extensions that appear in the algebra of the constrains of the conformal string
[5], we note once again that the former become more ”smooth” then the latter
due to the Jacobi identities. In the case of the conformal string for example
the commutator (19) reads
[
φ−1m , φ
1
n
]
= −2iφ0m+n − 2(id1 + id2m)δm+n.
With the constraint algebra at hand we find the BRST charge to be
Q =
∑
k1,...,kp
[
φ−1−k1,...,−kpc
−1
k1,...,kp
+
p∑
α=1
Lα−k1,...,−kpc
Lα
k1,...,kp
+φ0−k1,...,−kpc
0
k1,...,kp
+ φ1−k1,...,−kpc
1
k1,...,kp
]
10
+
∑
k1,...,kp
∑
l1,...,lp
[
2ic−1−k1,...,−kpc
1
−l1,...,−lp
b0k1+l1,...,kp+lp
+ic−1−k1,...,−kpc
0
−l1,...,−lp
b−1k1+l1,...,kp+lp − ic
1
−k1,...,−kp
c0−l1,...,−lpb
1
k1+l1,...,kp+lp
−1
2
p∑
α,β=1
kβc
Lα
−k1,...,−kp
c
Lβ
−l1,...,−lp
bLαk1+l1,...,kp+lp
+1
2
p∑
α,β=1
lαc
Lα
−k1,...,−kp
c
Lβ
−l1,...,−lp
b
Lβ
k1+l1,...,kp+lp
−
p∑
α=1
(kα − lα)c
1
−k1,...,−kp
cLα−l1,...,−lpb
1
k1+l1,...,kp+lp
−
p∑
α=1
(kα − lα)c
−1
−k1,...,−kp
cLα−l1,...,−lpb
−1
k1+l1,...,kp+lp
−
p∑
α=1
kαc
0
−k1,...,−kp
cLα−l1,...,−lpb
0
k1+l1,...,kp+lp
]
. (26)
Again we can check the nilpotency of Q with the use of the extended con-
straints. These are given by
φ˜−1m1,...,mp = φ
−1
m1,...,mp
+
∑
k1,...,kp
[
−
p∑
α=1
(mα − kα)c
Lα
−k1,...,−kp
b−1k1+m1,...,kp+mp
+2ic1−k1,...,−kpb
0
k1+m1,...,kp+mp
+ ic0−k1,...,−kpb
−1
k1+m1,...,kp+mp
]
, (27)
L˜αm1,...,mp = L
α
m1,...,mp
+
∑
k1,...,kp
[
(kα −mα)c
−1
−k1,...,−kp
b−1k1+m1,...,kp+mp (28)
+
p∑
β=1
(
kαc
Lβ
−k1,...,−kp
b
Lβ
k1+m1,...,kp+mp
−mβc
Lβ
−k1,...,−kp
bLαk1+m1,...,kp+mp
)
+(kα +mα)c
1
−k1,...,−kp
b1k1+m1,...,kp+mp + kαc
0
−k1,...,−kp
b0k1+m1,...,kp+mp
]
,
φ˜0m1,...,mp = φ
0
m1,...,mp
+
∑
k1,...,kp
[
−
p∑
α=1
mαc
Lα
−k1,...,−kp
b0k1+m1,...,kp+mp
+ic1−k1,...,−kpb
1
k1+m1,...,kp+mp
− ic−1−k1,...,−kpb
−1
k1+m1,...,kp+mp
]
, (29)
φ˜1m1,...,mp = φ
1
m1,...,mp
+
∑
k1,...,kp
[
−
p∑
α=1
(mα + kα)c
Lα
−k1,...,−kp
b1k1+m1,...,kp+mp
−2ic−1−k1,...,−kpb
0
k1+m1,...,kp+mp
− ic0−k1,...,−kpb
1
k1+m1,...,kp+mp
]
. (30)
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They satisfy the same algebra as the original constraints. The only thing that
remains now is to calculate the values of the constants d˜α, α = 1, . . . , p and c˜
for the vacuum and ordering introduced introduced in the previous section.
In this case the condition pAm1,...,mp |0〉 = 0 together with the requirement
that the BRST charge (26) should annihilate the vacuum gives the following
consistency conditions ∀m1, . . . , mp
pAm1,...,mp|0〉 = c
1
m1,...,mp
|0〉 = b−1m1,...,mp |0〉 = 0,
〈0|xAm1,...,mp = 〈0|c
−1
m1,...,mp
= 〈0|b1m1,...,mp = 0.
In the same way as was done in the previous section we find that d˜α = 0. We
find the value of c˜ by calculating the expectation value of the commutator
〈0| [φ˜0m1,...,mp, φ˜
L
−m1,...,−mp
] |0〉. This gives
〈0| [φ˜0m1,...,mp, φ˜
L
−m1,...,−mp
] |0〉 = mα
〈
0
∣∣∣φ˜00,...,0∣∣∣ 0〉+ c˜mα
⇒ 0 = mαa0 + c˜mα = 0
⇒ c˜ = −a0.
But from (29), for a Hermitian BRST charge Q we will have
α0 ≡ 〈0| φ˜
0
0 |0〉 = −
i
4
[d− 2]

 ∑
k1,...,kp
1

 .
The BRST charge is nilpotent when all the constants d˜a and c˜ are equal
to 0. In particular we must have
c˜ = 0⇒ d = 2.
Thus we find a critical dimension of d = 2 for all the tensionless conformal
p-branes. It should be stated here that the result is valid for p 6= 0 since the
quantum theory of the conformal particle [18] is consistent in any dimension.
The results obtained here can be easily generalized to the case of the
conformal tensionless spinning p-brane. Using the techniques presented here
and starting from a generalized version of the action of the conformal spinning
string presented in [15], we find for the p-brane a negative critical dimension
d = 2− 2N, ∀p ≥ 1,
12
N , being the number of supersymmetries. Again this result is valid for p 6= 0
since for the conformal spinning particle the same analysis reveals consistency
in any dimension, as was first noted in [19].
In this paper we have studied the BRST quantization of the conformal
tensionless p-brane and found obstructions to the quantization except in
two space-time dimensions. Comparing this result with the conformal par-
ticle [18], which essentially is a model containing the zero modes of the φ
constraints and has a quantized theory that is consistent regardless of the
dimensionality of the ambient space, we may conclude that it is the richness
of the state space, a consequence of the extendedness of the p-brane, which
causes the problems. In two dimensions this extendedness effectively van-
ishes. Also, the space-time conformal group is infinite-dimensional in d = 2
which is also expected to give good quantum behavior.
Acknowledgments: I would like to thank Ulf Lindstro¨m for many useful
discussions.
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